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JRC Detailing specialises in the Valeting &
Detailing of all different types of vehicles from
brand new cars direct from the dealer to owners
of older vehicles looking to have them brought
back to life again.

8. Stone chip and scratches can be repaired upon 		
inspection of vehicle. Please also note that 		
the paint code of the vehicle has to be 			
submitted along with the year, manufacturer 		
and model.

Looking to sell your car or is it a lease car? We can
offer you a pre-sale package to ensure you get
the best sale prices. If any items are not included
then please ask for a tailored package to suit your
requirements

9. Convertible Roof cleaning and treatment

Prices start from and are based upon inspection
of the vehicle. Be rest assured that regardless of
the package selected all vehicles leave the JRC
Detailing Studio with a form of protection.

All washing Procedures are carried out inside
to prevent minimum contamination of dust and
particles from the exposed outdoor environment.

Detailing Packages
Protection Detail | From £145

Valeting Packages
Standard | £35
Small car £35, Saloon £40, SUV/estate £45
Exterior only, rinse, pre-wash, foamed, rinsed, wash
down, rinsed, liquid sealed, wheels cleaned, tyre
gloss wheels.

Gold | £65
Small car £65, Saloon £75, SUV/estate £85
Rinse, pre-wash, foamed, rinsed, wash down,
rinsed, liquid sealed, door checks cleaned, tyre
gloss, full interior vacuum, interior dressed exterior
sealed with sealant, windows treated.

Additional bolt-ons*
1. Wet vacuum (price upon inspection)
2. Leather repair/restore
3. Leather cleanse & dress
4. Interior steam clean

(1 Day Booking)
Small car £145, Saloon £195, SUV/estate £225
Firstly, the vehicle is pre-washed (indoors) using
warm water and a citrus foaming agent and
allowed to dwell for up to ten minutes safely
removing all traces of loose dirt and grime from
the exterior of the vehicle. Wheels cleaned with
a non-acidic wheel cleaner. Then an initial wash
using snowfoam (ph. neutral) is carried out
after the snow foam is rinsed lamb’s wool mitts
in conjunction with warm water the vehicle is
thoroughly washed down. We then chemically
treat and the paint and exterior glass to remove
any bonded surface contaminants such as tar
spots, metal filings and tree sap, after hand and
air drying of the car, the bodywork is clayed which
leaves these surfaces feeling perfectly smooth.
Non-correctional enhancement on bodywork.
Wheels are then sealed using a sealant including
glass and plastics and then the bodywork is then
carefully cleansed and our one of a kind in house
custom blend hybrid wax is applied left to cure
in a temperature controlled environment giving
approximately 3 months protection (this can be
upgraded giving a 6 months protection at an
additional cost of £50.00).
(This is not a paint correction to the vehicles
bodywork)

5. Wet sanding to remove heavy defects on 		
paintwork
6. Plastic bumper & trim restoration (faded 		
plastics)
7. Headlight/tail Light restoration

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR FURTHER DETAILING/
CERAMIC PACKAGES & ADDITIONAL SERVICES

07814 440 813

Enhancement Detail | From £295
(Minor Correction*) (1-2 Day Booking)
Small car £295, Saloon £345, SUV/estate £395
Any larger vehicles POA
This package was created for vehicles with minor
paint defects to enhance the bodywork. This
procedure includes the same wash process as
the protection detail, chemical application to
remove iron, Tar and tree sap from the bodywork
followed by claying of the bodywork to remove
the remaining particles adhered to the vehicle
including glass and plastic. Then the bodywork is
machined polished using abrasive compounds to
correct swirl marks and oxidised paintwork which
improves the vehicles bodywork appearance
and ultimately reducing imperfections to 50%
– 75%. Once the panels have been wiped down
and inspected the bodywork is then carefully
cleansed and a coating is applied in a temperaturecontrolled environment giving approximately 3
months protection. (This can be upgraded giving
a 6 months protection at an additional cost of
£50.00) The exterior glass is cleaned, and tyres
dressed.
*For superior protection, a ceramic coating can be
purchased as part of this detail at an additional cost
please see the ceramic coatings bolt on page.

Dual Enhancement Detail |
From £495
(2 Stage Correction*) (2-3 Day Booking)
Small car £495, Saloon £565, SUV/estate £645
This package was created for vehicles with minor
to moderate paint defects to greatly enhance the
bodywork. This procedure includes the same wash
process as the protection detail and also includes
chemical application to remove iron, Tar and tree
sap from the bodywork followed by claying of
the bodywork to remove the remaining particles
adhered to the vehicle including glass and plastic.
Then the bodywork is machined polished using a
medium abrasive compound followed by refining
compounds to remove defects correct swirl marks,
birdlime marks on lacquer and light scratches
which oxidised paintwork which improves the
vehicles bodywork appearance and ultimately
reducing imperfections to 70% – 90%. Once the
panels have been wiped down and inspected the
bodywork is then carefully cleansed and a coating
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is applied in a temperature-controlled environment
giving approximately 3 months protection. This
can be upgraded giving a 6 months protection at
an additional cost of £50.00) The exterior glass is
cleaned, and tyres dressed.
*For superior protection, a ceramic coating can be
purchased as part of this detail at an additional cost
please see the ceramic coatings bolt on page.

Multi Stage Detail | POA
This will restore your vehicle to showroom
condition. A multi stage correction consist
of several methods to ensure that all defects
are removed safely as possible on the vehicle
paintwork
On initial inspection of the vehicle, careful paint
measurements will be made advising you of the
limits to which this can be taken. This will ensure
the safety of your paintwork over its lifetime.
For further details please get in touch with Jason
regarding this package.

Ceramic Coatings Bolt On
JRC Detailing specialises in ceramics coatings
from completing courses in applications and
being authorised and accredited by CarPro,
Krystal Klean Detail, Liquid Elements recognised
network member and licensed applicator.
We can offer different Ceramic coatings based on
the length of durability and the product itself.

Entry Level ceramic coating |
£95
(Minimum 12 months expectancy per single
application)
This ceramic coating offers unrivaled depth of
gloss and stunning looks to all painted surfaces.
Superb water repellence abilities and durability.

PLEASE TURN OVER FOR FURTHER DETAILING/
CERAMIC PACKAGES & ADDITIONAL SERVICES
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New
CarPro Cquartz Professional

New
CarPro Cquartz Finest Reserve

(24-month minimum expectancy)

(36-month minimum expectancy)

Small car £250, Saloon £275, SUV/estate £300

Small car £350, Saloon £375, SUV/estate £400

CQuartz Professional is based on Carpro’s
traditional si02 quartz coatings with an updated
formula infused with fluorocarbon composite
materials which creates a dense protective quartz
layer to shield your paint from the elements. This
coating is Infrared Cured using heat lamps.
Swirl Resistance:

Designed for the UK Climate CQ FINEST Reserve
is an evolution in coating technology, unique in
its design and hybrid resin. In the development
of Finest Reserve, high strength, condensed nano
particles with superior cross linking abilities were
created utilizing a new proprietary nano material to
create an extremely tough 3D structure providing
a durable, high gloss coating which protects paint
and other automotive surfaces from UVA and UVB
rays, dirt, brake dust, iron contaminants, bugs,
bird droppings, tar, and all sorts of environmental
contaminants for more than 3 years.
CQ Finest Reserve ushers in the future of
automotive paint protection. This coating is
Infrared Cured using heat lamps.

Waxes and sealants offer little to no swirl
resistance. When you wash, dry, or touch your
paint at any time you have the potential to scratch
the surface. The scratches we are talking about
here are very fine and referred to as “swirls” but
as they build up the level of gloss you see as
reflections and depth to your paint withers. These
swirls refract light away from your eyes which is
the cause of a dulled appearance to your paint.
CQPro has been designed to resist these fine swirls
when properly maintained and cared for. It should
be noted that no coating is swirl proof and it is
important to use only high-quality wash mitts and
drying towels or a blower.
Features:
• Stays clean and glossy longer than traditional
waxes
• Hard surface: Resistance to fine swirls and
marring
• Resistance to break dust and iron contaminants
• Resistance to bugs, tar, and bird bombs
• Resistance to UV and other environmental
contaminants
• 2 Year Limited Warranty

Features:
• Stays clean and glossy longer than other
protection products
• Harder surface: Resistance to fine swirls and
wash marring
• Self-cleaning affect – Dust blows off and dirt
washes off easily
• Extremely low sliding angle ensure less water
droplets stay on the surface.
• High resistance to brake dust and iron
contaminants
• High resistance to bugs, tar, and bird droppings
• High resistance to road salt and acids.
• Resistance to UV and other environmental
contaminants
• 3 Year Limited Warranty

Coatings Additional
Additional to the bodywork ceramics mentioned
above we can also coat:
• Wheels Front face from £95 (based on wheel
diameter)
• Wheels Front face and inner barrel from £125
(based on wheel diameter)
• Brake Calipers £35

•
•
•
•

Exhaust tips £25
Exterior Trims and plastics £50
Engine bay components £50
Door sills £25

